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Bourron, S&M
Aug. 27, 1935
Dear Henry,
Have you noticed how much shorter the days are? But after all we are getting pretty well on toward Christmas and so we
must expect them to shorten up somewhat.
Lucy got back yesterday afternoon. Left Le Touquet at 13 something & arrived in Fontainebleau 18:20. She is brown as
chocolate & can swim like a fish. Yesterday morning she went for her last swim & swam from one end of the piscine to
the other, 60 meters in 106 strokes.
We have been having rain more or less steadily since Saturday. The
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wind is blowing this morning, together with rain & it begins to feel & look like automn [[automne/autumn]]. If you
prefer an e on the end of automn you can put one there. I know how to spell it in French but am not sure in English & am
too lazy to look it up.
There isn't much to report about us. I seem to be going on all night with nothing new in the way of pains and Ingeborg is
all right too. The Stewarts are back in Paris but are coming again at the end of the week so as to see Lucy. Of course,
Stewart did miss Jane but he consoled himself by smoking his pipe sitting in the sun or the shade in the garden. It was
pretty hot while they were here. Not what a Tanner would call hot but just hot. Now it is automnish & we have a fire
going in the salon. Queer summer it has been - like all
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summers. They are always queer just as the winters are. No use in kicking. That's the way they are built. Queer would
anyway. It looks to me as if it wouldn't take much to start the English & Italians fighting. Certainly if the British try to
interfere with Mussolini he will fight them. He has gone too far to back down now. Yet I don't see the British letting him
make an Italian Colony of Abyssinia right on the edge of two of their own colonies without trying to stop him. Probably
they will wait to see if the Abyssinians can do him up. If they can, so much the better for the British; if they can't then I
suppose the British will jump in. They have let the old boy go too far. Sometimes you can wait until you bang your nose
against a wall & sometimes you can't. You may also find when you hit the wall that the other fellow has got
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over it. Any way, the British don't seem to have the great affection for the Italians that they had. It's a nice mess & I hope
the rest of us can keep out of it & let the Italians, British, & Abyssianians [[Abyssinians]] fight it out. Poor Abyssinians,
likely to be gobbled by one or the other of them in any case.
I hope that you are getting on all right & that Jesse is over his hay-fever.
Much love to you both from both of us & from Lucy.
Affectionately
Atherton
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